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ABSTRACT
The 1920’s and 1930’s saw the development of the turbojet engine and turbofan engine,
respectively. Supersonic combustion ramjet or scramjet engine development began in the United States
the early 1950’s after the development of the ramjet engine in the late 1940’s. However, unlike the
research completed on the ideal cycle engine analysis for turbofans and turbojets little analysis has been
published on the ideal scramjet engine cycle.
Employing isentropic assumptions of the Brayton Cycle, this research project will examine the
published literature on the ideal cycle for the scramjet engine including six parametric measures common
to the ideal engine cycle analysis for turbojets and turbofans; specific thrust, fuel-to-air mass flow ratio,
thrust specific fuel consumption, thermal, propulsive, and overall all efficiencies as well as a seventh
parameter, thrust flux, across a range of freestream Mach numbers at various constant combustion Mach
numbers and altitudes. By design, a ramjet engine’s combustion Mach number is approximately zero thus
some discussion and comparison of a ramjet ideal engine cycle will be included. Additionally, a
qualitative discussion of the losses creating a non-ideal engine cycle will be discussed. Finally, due to the
supersonic speed of the flow inside the combustion chamber discussion regarding constant Mach versus
constant velocity will be examined.
At the conclusion of this project the reader should come away with a better understanding of why
a constant combustion velocity is a more practical model for the burner due to the pressure losses in the
combustor. Additionally, it will also be shown that the new, seventh parametric measure, thrust flux, is a
better indicator of at what flight Mach number the scramjet engine thrust will peak rather than the
formerly assumed parametric measure, thrust specific fuel consumption.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
The concept of the ramjet and subsequently the scramjet has been explored by the
countries of the world since the early 20th century. French engineer, René Leduc, is credited
with the first ramjet design in the 1920’s and the patent in 1934. As Leduc began to realize his
design in the mid 1940’s Germany, the former USSR, and the United States were developing
experimental ramjets and scramjets. In a race to achieve supersonic flight, post-World War II
nations saw the first test glide-flights of ramjets including Leduc’s ramjet design in 1946 (Segal
2009). The first manned supersonic flight, accredited to U.S. Airforce officer and test pilot,
Chuck Yeager, soon followed in 1947. In 1958 researchers Weber and McKay helped advance
our understanding of combustion by stating that, “…combustion can take place in supersonic
airflows without creating considerable losses through shock-wave generation,” and that,
“efficiencies increase with speed in the range of Mach 4-7,” for both ramjets and scramjets.
Weber and McKay also supposed that the scramjet efficiencies could be increased at higher
Mach numbers with the right diffuser design (Segal 2009).
In the United States during the 1960’s NASA both worked on a Hypersonic Research
Engine (HRE) program with the goal of building and testing hypersonic flight ramjet and
scramjet engines by altering the X-15A-2 engine to hold hydrogen fuel for the scramjet as well
as a joint effort with the U.S Air Force to further pursue scramjet engineering. By this time the
Australian and Japanese researchers had also entered the ramjet/scramjet research race. As more
countries began to contribute to scramjet research more was becoming known about the
efficiencies of fuel mixing and engine design. In the 1990’s several collaborative test flights
between NASA and Moscow researchers were conducted with axisymmetric scramjet engines.
2

Research showed that, “The swept inlet cowl provided a flow stability of a large flight regime,
and fuel-injected modulation from the struts allows operation over a broad Mach number range
with a fixed geometry” (Segal 2009). “But while these applications have all been for short
durations, or while decelerating, the current focus on hypersonic flight,” and thus supersonic
flight, “is aimed at sustained flight using engines that burn fuel with oxygen from the
atmosphere” (Lewis 2010).
As of 2001, considerable work has been done by the University Queensland in Australia
to expand our understanding of supersonic flight with their HyShot program. In 2002
experiments with an axisymmetric HyShot II provided flight data at approximated Mach 7.5
flight conditions comparable with ground testing results which, “…confirmed the presence of
supersonic combustion during the approximately 3 s test window at altitudes between 35 and 29
km” (Smart, Hass and Paull 2006).
In the United States the Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne SJX61 engine completed successful
ground tests simulating Mach 5 flight conditions at NASA’s Langley Research Center in 2008.
In May of 2010 the SJX61 was installed on Boeing’s X-51A which was then mounted under a B52 bomber as a part of the continued collaborative relationship between the U.S. Air force and
NASA. Once up to the desired altitude of 50,000 ft and speed of Mach 5 the X-51A was released
from the bomber and switched to hydrocarbon JP-7 fuel which generated enough uphill
acceleration for 200 seconds. Though considered a successful flight at 200 s barriers to longer,
sustained flight such as exceeding material temperature limits for aircraft at supersonic speeds
continue to be a challenge for researchers. Thus, as research continues, this project will be a
review of the most recent literature and will attempt to present the reader with a simple, plausible
scramjet ideal engine cycle analysis.
3

Thesis Overview
The basic components of a ramjet engine are simple to understand. Comprised of an inlet
(or diffuser), a combustion chamber (or burner), and an exit nozzle the ramjet engine is an airbreathing engine that flies at supersonic speeds.
Because the airflow is compressed by “ramming” into the diffuser (inlet) and decelerated
entering the combustion chamber (burner) there is no need for moving engine parts. Rather the
flow is decelerated to subsonic speeds by the geometry of the inlet resulting in a highly
compressed airflow which is then injecting the fuel and ignited in the combustion chamber. A
supersonic combustion ramjet, SCRJ or scramjet shown in Fig. 1, as it is commonly referred to,
differs slightly from a ramjet in that the flow remains at supersonic speeds as it is ignited. Exiting
the combustion chamber, the expansion of the flow as it exits the nozzle provides the available
thrust.

Fig. 1. Scramjet engine diagram.

The lack of moving engine parts, however, makes the modeling of equations for an ideal engine
cycle analysis deceptively complex due to the limited understanding of airflow behavior at
supersonic speeds.
4

One professor from the University of Mississippi, Dr. J.A. Roux, attempted to provide a
simple set of algebraic equations based in part on the ideal turbofan, turbojet, and ramjet engine
cycle analysis and summarize them into a technical note published in the Journal of
Thermophysics and Heat Transfer. For this project an examination of Roux’s publication in
which he presented his first attempt at a parametric study of an ideal scramjet cycle analysis was
conducted by modeling the equations within the technical note and attempting to replicate the
results for the six parametric studies. It is important to note that in these studies it was assumed
that the total maximum temperature of the flow was experienced inside the engine. Supporting
literature was reviewed to confirm the accuracy of the modeling equations which led to the
discovery of a revised technical note by Roux. In his revised ideal cycle analysis he attempted to
model flow behavior where depending whether the combustion Mach number less than or greater
than the freestream Mach number determined whether the total temperature limit was
experienced inside or outside the engine. He also identified a seventh parameter which he named
thrust flux and which showed a potential for peak thrust at Mach speeds much higher than
previously assumed. With the results of Roux’s parametric studies for reference, a further
examination was conducted of the thrust-specific fuel consumption and thrust flux. Altitude was
varied at a constant combustion Mach number and compared to similar figures where the
combustion Mach number was varied to see which variable is more impactful on performance.
Results will show that thrust-specific fuel consumption increases as combustion Mach number
increases and that altitude as little effect on the parameter. Additionally, thrust flux increases as
combustion Mach number increase and decreases as altitude increases which leads to the
conclusion that a high combustion Mach number is the more impactful of the two variables when
examining peak thrust performance.
5

LITERATURE REVIEW
A search of the literature uncovered multiple technical notes by University of Mississippi

professor, J.A. Roux. In his first technical note on the subject of the ideal scramjet engine cycle
analysis, “Parametric Ideal Scramjet Cycle Analysis” published in 2011, Roux acknowledges
that there is readily available “well know and documented” cycle analysis of the ideal turbofan
and turbojet engines as well as the ideal ramjet engine (J. Roux 2011).
To create the foundation of his parametric study, Roux references the ideal engine cycle
analysis of the ramjet found in the textbook written by Mattingly and Ohain in 2006 as well as a
1992 textbook by Hill and Peterson to analyze an equivalent ideal scramjet engine cycle. In this
article, Roux proposes to analyze the scramjet engine cycle as a variation of the ramjet engine
referenced in the previously mentioned text but with supersonic combustion. The first half of the
article is used to mathematically describe six performance measures including specific thrust,
thrust-specific fuel consumption, fuel-to-air ratio, and thermal, propulsive, and overall
efficiencies. The remaining article examines the results of the parametric performances over a
range of freestream Mach numbers and compares how the performances differs from a ramjet
engine.
For analysis of the scramjet engine, “isentropic inlet process, a constant pressure
combustion process, and isentropic nozzle process, and a constant pressure heat rejection process
where the nozzle exit static pressure is equal to the freestream flight ambient static pressure” (J.
Roux 2011) assumptions of the Brayton cycle were modeled using the text on the ramjet engine
from Mattingly and Ohain as well as a 1998 textbook by Cengel and Boles on the scramjet
engine process. Complete scramjet cycle analysis is reviewed using the text from a 2006 paper
presented at the 25th International Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences by Erik Prisell and the
6

2009 text of C. Segal’s book “The Scramjet Engine, Processes, and Characteristics.” Roux
expands on his previous work with a discussion of the graphical results over various internal
combustion Mach numbers. Most notably Roux concludes that the form of the ideal cycle
equations for a scramjet is the same as a ramjet except the material temperature limit, τλ. “The
same maximum materials limit temperature Tmax is experienced by the engine material, but in the
scramjet engine the total gas temperature, T′max never affects the engine material. The scramjet
can achieve a significantly great total temperature, and therefore greater work as a result of this
operation” (J. Roux 2011).
In 2013 Roux revises his parametric ideal scramjet cycle analysis for the fuel-to-air ratio,
ƒ, to account for a total maximum temperature when the combustion Mach number is less than
the flight Mach number or for when the combustion Mach number is greater than the flight Mach
number. He also includes a seventh parameter he has named thrust flux which is a ratio of the
thrust, F, to the diffuser (engine inlet) exit area; burner entrance area, A2. The most significant
result from the addition of a seventh parameter is the discovery of a peak in thrust at a flight
Mach number much higher than previously estimated with specific thrust at the same flight Mach
number.
In 2015 researchers from the Harbin Institute of Technology published comments on
Roux’s previous work regarding ideal scramjet cycle analysis. In their paper the researchers
stated that, “...assumptions of heat addition occurring at both constant static pressure and
constant combustion Mach number, which imply a constant total pressure across the burner, are
obviously unjustified for a scramjet.” Even a supersonic combustion Mach number as low as two
“…may cause more than a 40% reduction in total pressure” (Yang, et al. 2015). Rather,
researchers stated that an examination of the Brayton cycle for the constant static pressure heat
7

rejection process yields a constant velocity across the burner rather than a constant Mach
number. Therefore, “…under the assumption of heat addition occurring at constant static
pressure, the total pressure loss must be taken into consideration when analyzing the combustion
process in the scramjet…” thus “Without the assumption of a constant combustion Mach
number, it is achievable and more accurate to provide the parametric representation of the
performance parameters for the ideal scramjet” (Yang, et al. 2015). Roux replied in the same
year that though their comments regarding the constant static pressure head addition process had
merit and was worth review it “…may or may not yield a simple parametric description of
scramjet propulsion…” Roux went to state that, to date, his revised parametric scramjet analysis
his paper had “…the only known simple scramjet cycle parametric description with
demonstrated results for the seven engine performance parameters” (J. Roux 2015).
The most recent published work by J.A. Roux in the summer of 2016 is a follow up to the
comments and reply of his previous work on the ideal scramjet engine cycle. Based on the
Brayton cycle, his previous work model equations assuming a constant combustion Mach
number while maintaining a constant static pressures during the combustion process. In this
latest published work, rather than assuming a constant Mach number through the combustion
chamber he recalculates the seven previously discussed parameters with a complete model of
constant velocity through the combustion chamber. To complete the modeling of equations,
results of the paper revealed that in order to assume a constant Mach number or constant velocity
you cannot have a constant cross-section area of the combustor. Then once calculated Roux
compares the graphical results of the constant Mach number versus the same parameters at
constant velocity. What is revealed is that the graphical peaks for specific thrust, thrust specific
fuel consumption, and thrust flux occur at the same flight Mach numbers for both constant
8

velocity and constant Mach number but the magnitude is much lower for constant velocity than it
is for constant Mach. From these results the author notes that though the performance at a
contact Mach number is better than at constant velocity through the combustor though it may not
be realistic due to an anticipated decrease in total pressure.

PROCEDURE
For an ideal engine cycle analysis, a calorically perfect gas is assumed such that the ratio
of specific heats, γ, is constant and therefore the specific heat at a constant pressure, cp, remains
constant. Additionally, it was assumed that the fuel mass-flow rate, ṁfuel, is so small as compared
to the mass-flow rate of the free stream air, ṁ0, that ṁfuel could be neglected. In other words, the
mass introduced by the addition of the fuel is negligible therefore the mass flow rate at the exit,
ṁ9 is approximately equal to the mass flow rate of the freestream ṁ0.
From the Brayton cycle, adiabatic and frictionless conditions, also known as isentropic
flow, are assumed from the freestream before the engine through the inlet and through the nozzle
to the exit. Additionally, constant stagnation pressure is assumed through the combustion
chamber and the nozzle exit static pressure is equal to the ambient static pressure.
With assumptions defined, inputs and flight conditions needed to be identified to
calculate the ideal cycle analysis. The values chosen were those for the freestream and
combustion Mach numbers of M0 = 6 and Mc = 2, respectively. Additionally, figures such as fuel
lower heating, hPR, and material temperature limit, Tmax were selected and are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Selected inputs for an ideal scramjet engine cycle

Selected Input

Value

Units

M0, Freestream Mach number

6

-

Mc, Combustion Mach number

2

-

hPR, Fuel lower heating value

42,800

kJ/kg

Tmax, Material temperature limit

1600

K

Finally, based on a flight altitude of 12 km values such as ambient temperature, T0, speed
of sound, a0, atmospheric pressure, P0, ratio of specific heats, γ, and specific heat at a constant
pressure, cp, could be identified and listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Ideal ambient conditions at an altitude of 12 km

Atmospheric Conditions

Value

Units

h, Altitude

12

km

T0, Ambient Temperature

217

K

a0, Speed of air

295.07

m/s

P0, Freestream static pressure

1.9403

N/cm2

cp, Specific heat at constant pressure

1.004

kJ/kg-K

γ , Ratio of specific heats

1.4

-

R, Universal gas constant

287

J/kg-K
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Specific Thrust
With inputs selected the inlet temperature ratio, τr, in Eq. (1) can be easily calculated as a
ratio of freestream total temperature Tt0 to freestream ambient temperatureT0.
𝑇𝑡0
⁄𝑇
0

𝜏𝑟 =

(1)

where Tt0 is the total freestream temperature.
𝛾−1

𝑇𝑡0 = 𝑇0 (

2

𝑀02 )

(2)

Next the thrust equation, F, is calculated as a change in momentum with the change of
time. The mass flow rate at the exit of the nozzle is ṁ9 and the mass flow rate of the freestream is
ṁ0. Additionally, V9, P9, and A9 represent the velocity, static pressure, and area at the exit.
𝐹 = (𝑚̇9 𝑉9 − 𝑚̇0 𝑉0 ) + 𝐴9 (𝑃9 − 𝑃0 )

(3)

Based on previous assumptions about the ambient and exit static pressures equaling each other
and the exit flow rate approximately equaling the freestream mass flow rate the equations yields,
𝐹 = 𝑚̇0 (𝑉9 − 𝑉0 )

(4)

By rearranging the thrust equation an expression for the first of the parametric measures, specific
thrust, develops in Eq. (5),
𝐹

𝑉

𝑚̇ 0

= 𝑎0 (𝑎9 − 𝑀0 )
0

(5)

where the speed of sound, a0,is defined as
𝑎0 ≡ √𝛾𝑅𝑇0
11

(6)

and can be calculated as
𝑀0

𝑎0 =

(7)

𝑉0

The focus is now turned towards the exit velocity, V9, such that such that a relationship
between the exit Mach number, M9, and the freestream Mach number, M0, can be established.
From the Eq. (5), specific thrust, the ratio of exit velocity to ambient sound of speed is squared
as shown in Eq. (8),
𝑉

2

(𝑎9 ) =
0

𝑎92 𝑀92
𝑎02

=

𝛾9 𝑅9 𝑇9 𝑀92

(8)

𝛾0 𝑅0 𝑇0

which due to previously stated assumptions about γ and R reduces to
𝑉

2

(𝑎9 ) =
0

𝑇9
𝑇0

𝑀92

(9)

Next attention is turned to total exit pressure, Pt9, for reasons that will become evident shortly.
First is to evaluate Pt9 as a ratio of pressures multiplied by ambient static pressure as shown in
Eq. (10).
𝑃𝑡9 = 𝑃0

𝑃𝑡0 𝑃𝑡2 𝑃𝑡4 𝑃𝑡9
𝑃0 𝑃𝑡0 𝑃𝑡2 𝑃𝑡4

= 𝑃0 𝜋𝑟 𝜋𝑑 𝜋𝑏 𝜋𝑛

(10)

However due to isentropic assumptions, the diffuser ratio, πd, the burner ratio, πb, and the nozzle
ratio, πn, are equal to 1 thus
𝑃𝑡9 = 𝑃0 𝜋𝑟
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(11)

Additionally, due to previous stated assumptions about the static exit and ambient pressures the
ratio of the exit stagnation pressure to the ambient pressure is defined the freestream pressure
ratio seen in Eq. (12).
𝑃𝑡9
𝑃0

=

𝑃𝑡9 𝑃0
𝑃𝑡0 𝑃9

=

𝑃0
𝑃9

𝜋𝑟 = 𝜋𝑟

(12)

Returning to Eq. (9) the exit Mach number can be written using isentropic properties such that
𝑀92

=

2
𝛾−1

𝑃𝑡9

(𝛾−1)⁄
𝛾

[( 𝑃 )
9

− 1] =

2

(𝜋𝑟
𝛾−1

(𝛾−1)⁄
𝛾

− 1)

(13)

Because the following relationship exists between pressure ratios and temperature ratios such
that
𝜋𝑟

(𝛾−1)⁄
𝛾

= 𝜏𝑟

(14)

the exit Mach number becomes
𝑀92 =

2
𝛾−1

(𝜏𝑟 − 1) = 𝑀02

(15)

In other words, the exit Mach number, M9, is equivalent to the ambient Mach number, M0.
Following the example of the total exit pressure, focus is now turned to the total exit
temperature, Tt9, where
𝑇𝑡9 = 𝑇0

𝑇𝑡0 𝑇𝑡2 𝑇𝑡4 𝑇𝑡9
𝑇0 𝑇𝑡0 𝑇𝑡2 𝑇𝑡4

= 𝑇0 𝜏𝑟 𝜏𝑑 𝜏𝑏 𝜏𝑛

(16)

Again like the pressure ratios, due to isentropic assumptions, temperature ratios for the diffuser,
τd, and the nozzle, τn, are equal to 1. However, due to the addition of heat in the burner the burner
temperature ratio, τb, is not unity.
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Thus the total exit temperature equation yields
𝑇𝑡9 = 𝑇0 𝜏𝑟 𝜏𝑏

(17)

Again since an isentropic relationship exists between stagnation-to-static pressure ratios and
temperature ratios, the stagnation to static temperature ratio can be written as
𝑇𝑡9
𝑇0

𝑃𝑡9

(𝛾−1)⁄
𝛾

= (𝑃 )

(18)
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Next Eq. (17) is divided by Eq. (18) resulting in a static temperature ratio seen in Eq. (19).
𝑇9
𝑇0

=

𝑇𝑡9
⁄𝑇
0
𝑇𝑡9
⁄𝑇
9

=

𝜏𝑟 𝜏𝑏

(𝛾−1)⁄
𝛾
𝑃
( 𝑡9 )
𝑃9

=

𝜏𝑟 𝜏𝑏
𝜏𝑟

(19)

Thus the burner temperature ratio can be represented by Eq. (20).
𝑇9
𝑇0

= 𝜏𝑏

(20)

Now the exit velocity to speed of sound ratio can be rewritten in terms of the burner temperature
ratio and ambient Mach number using Eqs. (15) and (20).
2

𝑉

(𝑎9 ) =
0

𝑇9
𝑇0

𝑀92 = 𝜏𝑏 𝑀02

(21)

Turing back to the expression previously developed for specific thrust in Eq. (5), algebraic
substitutions using Eq. (21) now yield
𝐹
𝑚̇ 0

= 𝑎0 𝑀0 (√𝜏𝑏 − 1)
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(22)

However it should be noted that the total material temperature limit to freestream temperature
ratio can be developed as Eq. (23),
𝜏𝜆 =

𝑐𝑝 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑐𝑝 𝑇0

=

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇0

=

𝑇𝑡2 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇0 𝑇𝑡2

= 𝜏𝑟 𝜏𝑏

(23)

thus the final form for specific thrust is
𝐹
𝑚̇ 0

𝜏

= 𝑎0 𝑀0 (√ 𝜏𝜆 − 1)
𝑟

(24)

Fuel-to-Air Mass Flow Ratio
The next parametric measure to develop is the fuel-to-air mass flow ratio which is
defined as the ratio of the mass flow of the fuel to the mass flow of the air.
𝑓≡

𝑚̇𝑓

(25)

𝑚̇0

Applying the steady flow energy equation to the control volume of the combustor gives
𝑚̇0 ℎ𝑡2 + 𝑚̇𝑓 ℎ𝑃𝑅 = (𝑚̇0 + 𝑚̇𝑓 )ℎ𝑡4

(26)

where ht2 and ht4 are the stagnation enthalpies entering and exiting the combustor which are
defined as the product of the specific heat at a constant pressure, cp, and stagnation temperature,
Tt.
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑐𝑃 𝑇𝑡
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(27)

Because of assumption previous stated about the mass flow rate and by substituting Eq. (27) into
Eq. (24) the result yields Eq. (28),
𝑚̇0 𝑐𝑃 𝑇𝑡2 + 𝑚̇𝑓 ℎ𝑃𝑅 = 𝑚̇0 𝑐𝑝 𝑇𝑡4

(28)

where Tt2 is the total (or stagnation) temperature at the entrance of the burner and Tt4 which
equals Tmax is the exit of the burner. By rearranging the Eq. (28) we develop the familiar format
for the fuel-to-air mass flow ratio:
𝑚̇

𝑐𝑝 𝑇𝑡2

𝑓 = 𝑚̇𝑓 =

ℎ𝑃𝑅

0

(

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝑡2

− 1)

(29)

where
𝑇𝑡0 = 𝑇𝑡2 = 𝑇0 𝜏𝑟

(30)

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
⁄𝑇 = 𝜏𝑏
𝑡2

(31)

and

Substituting Eqs., (30) and (31) into (29) now yields
𝑓=

𝑐𝑝 𝑇0 𝜏𝑟
ℎ𝑃𝑅

(𝜏𝑏 − 1)

(32)

Recalling that
𝜏𝜆 = 𝜏𝑟 𝜏𝑏

(33)

the parametric measure for the fuel-to-air mass flow ratio becomes,
𝑓=

𝑐𝑝 𝑇0
ℎ𝑃𝑅

(𝜏𝜆 − 𝜏𝑟 )
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(34)

Equation (34) is now in the form to be calculated for the second parametric measure.
It is at this point that the ideal cycle analysis for a ramjet and scramjet differ due to
considerations of combustion Mach values. When the combustion Mach number is less than the
freestream Mach number the total temperature to the freestream temperature ratio, τλ, becomes,
𝜏𝜆 =

𝑇′𝑚𝑎𝑥

(35)

𝑇0

where T′max is burner exit temperature shown in Eq. (35) such that the stagnation to static
temperature ratio becomes dependent on the combustion Mach number shown in Eq. (36).
𝑇′𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 [1 +

(𝛾−1)
2

𝑀𝑐2 ]

(36)

It should be noted that if Mc equaled zero the results would be for a ramjet. Next, when the
combustion Mach number is greater than or equal to the freestream Mach number the total
temperature to the freestream temperature ratio, τλ, becomes,
𝜏𝜆 =

𝑇"𝑚𝑎𝑥

(37)

𝑇0

where T′′max is burner exit temperature shown in Eq. (37) such that the stagnation to static
temperature ratio becomes dependent on the freestream Mach number shown in Eq. (38).
𝑇"𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 [1 +
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(𝛾−1)
2

𝑀02 ]

(38)

Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption
The third parametric measure in the ideal scramjet engine cycle analysis to be evaluated
is developed from the ratio of the fuel-to-air mass flow to specific thrust, called thrust specific
fuel consumption and is shown in Eq. (39).
𝑆=

𝑓
𝐹⁄
𝑚̇

(39)

By simply substituting Eqs. (24) and (34) the thrust specific fuel consumption becomes,
𝑆=

𝑐𝑝 𝑇0 (𝜏𝜆 − 𝜏𝑟 )
𝜏
ℎ𝑃𝑅 𝑎0 𝑀0 (√ 𝜆 − 1)

(40)

𝜏𝑟

Thrust Flux
The next parameter to develop is thrust flux. Thrust flux is dependent on the size of the
flow areas and is comprised of the expression for specific thrust shown in Eq. (24) and mass flux
where M2 is the Mach number at the diffuser exit/burner entrance and is equivalent to Mc for a
ramjet and a scramjet.
We begin with the general definition of mass-flow rate which is the product of the
ambient density, ρ, velocity, V, and area, A.
𝑚̇ = 𝜌𝐴𝑉

(41)

Noting the velocity can be expressed in terms of Mach number and airspeed, a, where
𝑎 = √𝛾𝑅𝑇
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(42)

density can be written in terms of the ideal gas law
𝜌 = 𝑃/𝑅𝑇

(43)

and pressure can be written in terms of an isentropic relationship between static pressure, P, and
total stagnation pressure, Pt, where T represents static temperature and Tt represents total
stagnation temperature such that
𝛾
⁄𝛾−1

𝑇

𝑃 = 𝑃𝑡 (𝑇 )

(44)

𝑡

The mass-flow rate for an ideal compressible gas can now be expressed as

𝑚̇ =

𝐴𝑃𝑡
√𝑇𝑡

𝛾

√𝑅 𝑀 (1 +

𝛾−1
2

−

2

𝑀 )

𝛾+1
⁄2(𝛾−1)

(45)

From the mass flow rate, Eq. (45), now a mass flow parameter, Γ, can be defined. When
conditions are choked the Mach number is 1 and the area, A, is the throat area A* our parameter
which yields

𝛾
𝛤 = √𝑅 (

2

𝛾+1
⁄𝛾−1

)

(46)

𝛾+1

Through substitution and algebraic manipulation Eq. (45) is transformed into
𝛤=

𝑚̇√𝑇𝑡

(47)

𝐴∗ 𝑃𝑡

Next the mass flux is defined as the mass flow rate per the diffuser exit/burner entrance area, A2,
such that
𝑚̇ 0
𝐴2

=

𝑚̇ 2
𝐴2

=

𝑚̇ 0 𝐴∗2
𝐴∗2

𝐴2
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=

𝑚̇ 2 𝐴∗
𝐴∗2

(𝐴)

𝑀2

(48)

where by using Eq. (45) for the mass flux at the burner entrance and substituting Eq. (47) and
(48) area yields
𝑚̇2
𝐴∗2

=𝛤

𝑃𝑡2

(49)

√𝑇𝑡2

Recalling isentropic assumptions for the Brayton cycle, the total stagnation temperature and
pressure at the exit of the diffuser are equal to ambient conditions. Therefore stagnation-to-static
relationships can be used to rewrite the ratio of total stagnation pressure at the diffuser
exit/burner entrance to represent freestream conditions as
𝑃𝑡2
√𝑇𝑡2

𝑃𝑡0

=

√𝑇𝑡0

=

𝑃0 𝑃𝑡0 ⁄𝑃0

=

√𝑇0 √𝑇𝑡0 ⁄𝑇0

𝑃0 (𝑇𝑡0 ⁄𝑇𝑜 )𝛾⁄(𝛾−1)
√𝑇0

√𝑇𝑡0 ⁄𝑇0

(50)

or
𝑃𝑡2
√𝑇𝑡2

=

𝑃0

𝛾⁄(𝛾−1)−1⁄2

𝑇

( 𝑇𝑡0 )

√𝑇0

=

0

𝑃0

(𝜏𝑟 )(𝛾+1)⁄[2(𝛾−1)]

√𝑇0

(51)

Noting that γ is assumed to be 1.4, we now see that the exponent for τr equals 3 thus substituting
Eqs. (49) and (51) into gives the mass flux expression
𝑚̇0
𝐴2

𝐴∗

= 𝛤 (𝐴)(

𝑃0

√𝑇0

) 𝜏𝑟3

(52)

such that the area ratio is

𝐴∗
𝐴

=

1

2
{𝑀2 [(𝛾+1) (1
2

+

(𝛾−1)
2

𝑀22 )]

ṁ

𝛾+1
⁄𝛾−1

−1⁄
2

}

(53)

F

Combing Eq. (52) for mass flux, A , with Eq. (24), for specific thrust, ṁ ,finally yields the thrust
2

flux in Eq. (54).
𝐹
𝐴2

𝐹

𝑚̇

= (𝑚̇) (𝐴 )
2
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(54)

Efficiencies
The final set of parameters to model for the ideal scramjet cycle analysis are the
efficiencies which are very similar to those of the turbojet and turbofan efficiencies. The
primary differences are based on temperature ratios that are not needed in the scramjet
efficiencies such as compressor temperature ratio because the scramjet does not have a
compressor.
Thermal Efficiency
Thermal efficiency is defined as the ratio of engine power output represented as the
change in kinetic energy versus how much heat per fuel mass was added and indicates how
effectively heat added to the air flow increases its energy. In other words, thermal efficiency can
be represented as
𝑃

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 𝑚̇ 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒
=
ℎ
𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑃𝑅

∆𝐾𝐸
𝑚̇𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ℎ𝑃𝑅

=

𝑚̇𝑖𝑛 (𝑉92 ⁄2−𝑉02 ⁄2)

(55)

𝑚̇𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ℎ𝑃𝑅

where ṁin is the mass flow rate of the ambient air and the fuel, V9 is the exit velocity, V0 is the
freestream velocity, and the engine power, Pengine is
𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝑚̇𝑖𝑛

𝑉92
2

− 𝑚̇𝑖𝑛

𝑉02
2

(56)

Through energy balance the denominator for Eq. (55) can be written as
𝑚̇𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ℎ𝑃𝑅 = 𝑚̇(ℎ𝑡4 − ℎ𝑡2 )
In the numerator the mass flow rate of the fuel as compared to the air is so small that it is
neglected thus reduced to ṁ.
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(57)

Noting that the total stagnation enthalpies for the ambient and exit velocities are Eqs. (58) and
(59), respectively
𝑉92

ℎ𝑡9 = ℎ9 +

(58)

2

ℎ𝑡0 = ℎ0 +

𝑉02

(59)

2

the resulting substitutions of Eqs. (57-59) into (55) gives Eq. (60).
𝜂𝑡ℎ =

𝑚̇[(ℎ𝑡9 −ℎ9 )−(ℎ𝑡𝑜 −ℎ0 )]
𝑚̇(ℎ𝑡4 −ℎ𝑡2 )

(60)

By canceling the specific heats at constant pressure for all of the enthalpies and rearranging the
fraction, a ratio of temperatures is revealed to be
𝑇 −𝑇

𝜂𝑡ℎ = (𝑇𝑡9 −𝑇𝑡0 ) − (
𝑡4

𝑡2

𝑇9 −𝑇0
𝑇𝑡4 −𝑇𝑡2

)

(61)

For the first term, isentropic conditions state that Tt9 equals Tt4 because no work is done in the
nozzle. Therefore
𝑇𝑡4 −𝑇𝑡0
𝑇𝑡4 −𝑇𝑡2

=

(𝑇𝑡4 −𝑇𝑡2 )+(𝑇𝑡2 −𝑇𝑡0 )
𝑇𝑡4 −𝑇𝑡2

=1

(62)

so that now Eq. (61) can be reduced to

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 1 − (

𝑇9 −𝑇0
𝑇𝑡4 −𝑇𝑡2

)= 1−

𝑇0
𝑇𝑡2

(

𝑇9
−1
𝑇0
𝑇𝑡4
−1
𝑇𝑡2

)

(63)

The thermal efficiency equation is then further reduced to
𝑇

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 1 − 𝑇 0

𝑡2
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(64)

Using previously stated isentropic stagnation/static temperature ratios the final form of thermal
efficiency for an ideal scram jet engine cycle becomes
𝜂𝑇 = 1 −

1

(65)

𝜏𝑟

Propulsive Efficiency
Propulsive efficiency is defined as the ratio of the propulsive power output versus the
power input by the engine,
𝜂𝑃 =

𝑇𝑉0

(66)

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒

where thrust, T, is
𝑇 = 𝑚̇𝑖𝑛 (𝑉9 − 𝑉0 )

(67)

By substituting the engine power Eq. (56) and the thrust Eq. (67) propulsive efficiency can be
denoted as
𝜂𝑃 =

𝑚̇𝑖𝑛 (𝑉9 −𝑉0 )𝑉0

𝑇𝑉0
𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒

= 𝑚̇𝑖𝑛
2

(𝑉9 −𝑉0 )(𝑉9 +𝑉0 )

=

2𝑉0
𝑉9 +𝑉0

(68)

From Eqs. (58) and (59), respectively the exit and freestream velocities become a square root of
enthalpies, Eqs. (69) and (70).
𝑉9 = √2(ℎ𝑡9 − ℎ9 )

(69)

𝑉0 = √2(ℎ𝑡0 − ℎ0 )

(70)
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By substituting Eqs. (69) and (70) in Eq. (68) the propulsive efficiency becomes

𝜂𝑃 =

2√2(ℎ𝑡0 −ℎ0 )
√2(ℎ𝑡9 −ℎ9 )−√(2ℎ𝑡0 −ℎ0 )

(71)

which can then be reduced to
𝜂𝑃 =

2
(ℎ −ℎ )
√(ℎ𝑡9 9 )−1
𝑡0 −ℎ0

(72)

Elimination of specific heat at a constant pressure, cp, from Eq. (72) now begins to reveal the
temperature ratios,
𝜂𝑃 =

2
(𝑇 −𝑇 )
√(𝑇𝑡9 9 )−1
𝑡0 −𝑇0

(73)

which can be rearranged as in Eq. (74) and used in the final form of the propulsive efficiency
equation.
𝜂𝑃 =

2
𝑇
(1− 9 )
𝑇
𝑇
√ 𝑡9 𝑇 𝑡9 −1
𝑇0 ( 𝑡0 −1)
𝑇0

(74)

Recall that the material temperature limit to freestream temperature is
𝜏𝜆 =

𝑇′𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇0

(75)

where due to isentropic assumptions no work is added from the nozzle to the exit such that
′
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝑇9 = 𝑇4
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(76)

thus substituting Eqs. (75) and (76) in (74) becomes
2

𝜂𝑃 =

(77)

𝑇
(1− 9 )
𝑇
√𝜏𝜆 𝑇 𝑡9 −1
( 𝑡0 −1)
𝑇0

Next, using stagnation to static temperature ratios such that
𝜏𝑟 =

𝑇𝑡0
𝑇0

=1+

𝛾−1
2

𝑀2

(78)

the fraction inside the square root of Eq. (77) becomes
1−

1
𝜏𝑟

𝜏𝑟

=

(𝜏𝑟 −1)

1
(𝜏𝑟

𝜏𝑟

1

=𝜏
−1)

𝑟

(79)

Substituting Eq. (79) into Eq. (77) now results in the final form for the propulsion efficiency
shown in Eq. (80).
𝜂𝑃 =

2
𝜏
√ 𝜆⁄𝜏𝑟 −1

(80)

Overall Efficiency
Finally, overall efficiency is simply the multiplication of the thermal and propulsive
efficiencies, Eqs. (65) and (80), respectively, such that
𝜂𝑂 = 𝜂𝑇 𝜂𝑃 =

2(𝜏𝑟 −1)
𝜏
√ 𝜆⁄𝜏𝑟 +𝜏𝑟
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(81)

RESULTS
So that a comparison of an ideal scramjet engine cycle analysis can be made to that of an
ideal ramjet engine cycle analysis results published in chapter five of Mattingly’s book, Elements
of Propulsion: Gas Turbines and Rockets, flight conditions for the ramjet were also selected for
the ideal scramjet engine. Additionally it was also assumed that the engine would experience the
temperature maximum inside the engine thus the material temperature limit to freestream
temperature ratio, τλ, was modeled after other ideal cycle analyses which state that the maximum
temperature limit will be reached at the maximum material limit thus τλ = Tt4/T0. Later we will
see what happens when the maximum temperature is experienced outside the engine.
To begin, the parametric results for constant combustion Mach numbers were obtained
using ambient conditions at an altitude of 12 km. With a flight Mach number of 6, a combustion
Mach number of 2, and various constants tabulated in Table 1, the ideal cycle analysis for a
scramjet engine was able to be performed and the results presented in Table 3. In isolation, Table
3 demonstrates that for a scramjet engine, ideal conditions are quite favorable for generating
thrust while maintaining a relatively low fuel consumption.
Table 3. Results of ideal scramjet cycle analysis parameters for a freestream Mach number of 6 and a combustion Mach number
of 2 at an altitude of 12 km.

F/ṁ0
[N/(kg/s)]

481.93

f

0.03

S

F/A2

[mg/(N-s)]

[N/cm2]

53.57

838.30

ηth

ηp

ηo

0.88

0.88

0.77

Table 4, however, reveals the larger picture. As the freestream Mach number increases from 2 to
6 so does the overall efficiency of the scramjet from 24% to 77%. And though the ramjet shows
greater efficiencies than does the scramjet over the same Mach range, the efficiencies are merely
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theoretical to the point of impossible at Mach 6. At that point propulsive efficiencies for the
ramjet “reaches” 103%. Also, and most notably, Table 4 shows that at Mach 3 the scramjet
specific thrust of 1042.02 N/(kg/s) peaks at a magnitude almost twice the value of the ramjet
specific thrust of 551.26 N/(kg/s). And though the specific thrust trends down for both engines at
speeds above Mach 3 the scramjet engine still produces more specific thrust at 718.90 N/(kg/s)
when flying at Mach 5 than the ramjet at its peak of Mach 3. Finally, though Mattingly did not
use thrust flux as a parametric measure it is also clear that with using a modified material
temperature limit to freestream temperature ratio, Eqs. (35-38), the results show that the peak for
scramjet thrust could be at a much higher flight Mach number than specific thrust suggests. From
the results in Table 4, the thrust flux trends upward from 18.63 N/cm2 at Mach 2 to 838.30
N/cm2 at Mach 6 where as specific thrust for a the scramjet peaked at Mach 3.
Table 4. Comparison of parametric measures at an altitude of 12 km for a ramjet with Mc = 0 and a scramjet with Mc=2

M0

F/ṁ0
[N/(kg/s)]

f

ηth

S
[mg/(N-s)]

ηp

ηo

F/A2
[N/cm2]

RJ

SCRJ

RJ

SCRJ

RJ

SCRJ

RJ

SCRJ

RJ

SCRJ

RJ

SCRJ

2

604.26

1012.31

0.03

0.06

46.95

57.69

0.44

0.44

0.66

0.54

0.29

0.24

18.63

3

551.26

1042.02

0.02

0.05

42.23

51.16

0.64

0.64

0.76

0.63

0.49

0.40

72.16

4

383.55

917.82

0.02

0.05

42.11

50.31

0.76

0.76

0.86

0.72

0.66

0.55

5

160.15

718.90

0.01

0.04

43.65

51.49

0.83

0.83

0.95

0.80

0.79

0.67

489.89

6

-91.62

481.93

0.00

0.03

45.93

53.57

0.88

0.88

1.03

0.88

0.90

0.77

838.30
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RJ

n/a

SCRJ

214.53

Parametric Studies Modeling Ramjet Maximum Temperature Limits
So what can be gleaned by reviewing each of the parametric measures over a range of
freestream Mach numbers with different combustion Mach numbers? Figure 2 shows that
though the specific thrust peaks at a flight Mach of approximately 2.5 regardless of the constant
combustion Mach number the thrust per mass flow rate increases significantly as the combustion
Mach number increases. For the ramjet, which is represented in Fig. 2 as having a combustion
Mach of 0, it reaches a maximum specific thrust of 607.42 N/(kg/s) at Mach 2.18 and a
maximum flight Mach at 5.64 but with almost no thrust. By comparison, a combustion Mach of
4 for the scramjet engine peaked at a flight Mach of 4 with a maximum specific thrust of 2024.62
N/(kg/s), over three times higher than the ramjet. Additionally the range of flight Mach from a
ramjet to a scramjet increased significantly. It is clear to see that as the combustion Mach
number increases the specific thrust maximum increases dramatically.

Fig. 2. Specific thrust vs freestream Mach Number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet with an internal
combustion Mc = 0
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The trend in scramjet superiority of flight Mach regime continues in Fig. 3 but at a cost of
fuel efficiency. Where Fig. 3 shows a maximum flight Mach range of 12.24 for the scramjet
Figs. 3 and 4 show greater fuel efficiencies. The ramjet, however, pays for the increased
efficiency with a loss of flight Mach range as compared to the scramjet. For both engines,
however, the fuel efficiencies increase as the flight Mach number increases.

Fig. 3. Fuel-to-air mass flow ratio vs freestream Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet
with an internal combustion Mc = 0

S [mg/(N-s)]

160

120

Mc=4

80

1

2

3

0

40
0

2

4

M0
Fig. 4. Thrust specific fuel consumption vs Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet with an
internal combustion Mc = 0
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As we move on to the final parametric measures for this comparison study we see from Fig.
5 that since thermal efficiency is dependent only on the freestream Mach number and the ratio of
specific heats the theoretical thermal efficiency is the same for both the ramjet and scramjet
across all flight Mach numbers. This, however, is not the case for propulsive efficiency which
also determines overall efficiency.

Fig. 5. Thermal efficiency vs freestream Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet with an
internal combustion Mc = 0

As alluded to in previous parametric measures, the propulsive and overall efficiency of a
ramjet shown in Figs. 6 and 7 as Mc = 0 are superior to that of the scramjet. However, as with
other measures, the ramjet flight Mach range is once again limited. Ultimately though, when it
comes to efficiency, regardless of the combustion Mach number the trend for propulsive and
therefore overall efficiencies increases as the flight Mach number increases.
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Fig. 6. Propulsive efficiency vs freestream Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet with an
internal combustion Mc = 0

Fig. 7. Overall Efficiency vs Freestream Mach Number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet with an
internal combustion Mc = 0
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Parametric Studies Modeling Material Temperature Limits When Mc < M0 or Mc ≥ M0
For the following set of studies, attention will now be turned to how the six previously
discussed parametric measures behave again using the same fuel heating value and ambient
flight conditions at an altitude of 12 km as well as a seventh parameter, thrust flux. This study,
however, will no longer assume that a combustion Mach number less than the flight Mach
number has no effect on the parameters. Rather Eqs. (35-38) will be modeled such that when the
combustion Mach is less than the flight Mach number the stagnation to static temperature ratio,
Tt/T, and the total material temperature to freestream temperature ratio, τλ, are dependent on Mc
for Mc < M0 and M0 for Mc ≥ M0. In each case, all of the solid lines represent plausible conditions
Mc < M0 for the scramjet while the dotted line in the figure represents Mc > M0 which is still
theoretically possible. Additionally in this study, thrust-specific fuel consumption and thrust flux
will be examined at different altitudes to see if the combustion Mach number or altitude has a
bigger impact on fuel efficiency and thrust.
To begin, Fig. 8 shows that once again the scramjet outperforms the ramjet in both the
magnitude of specific thrust and operating flight Mach range.

Fig. 8. Modified specific thrust vs freestream Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet with
an internal combustion Mc = 0
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However, the modified fuel-to-air mass flow ratio, f, shown in Fig. 9 now reaches a maximum at
the dotted line, when Mc = M0, at 0.13 whereas before f calculated with Mc = 4 almost reached a
maximum of 0.16.

Fig. 9. Modified fuel-to-Air mass flow ratio vs freestream Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a
ramjet with an internal combustion Mc = 0

Thrust-specific fuel consumption, S, once again increases as the combustion Mach number
increases. Figure 10, however now shows a limit flight range for the scramjet as you increase
combustion Mach. Figure 11, on the other hand, represents S a constant Mc = 2 over a range of
altitudes. It is clear to see that Mc and not altitude influences the behavior.
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Fig. 10. Modified Thrust-Specific Fuel Consumption vs Mach Number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a
ramjet with an internal combustion Mc = 0
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Fig. 11. Modified thrust-specific fuel consumption vs Mach number at constant combustion Mach 2 over a range of altitudes

New to the study is the thrust flux, F/A2. Briefly mentioned early in the results, thrust flux
is a measure of the thrust force over the burner entrance area. As you can see, as the combustion
Mach number increases so does the thrust flux. Where the thrust peaked at flight Mach number
4 for specific thrust a combustion Mach of 4 Fig. 12 shows a combustion Mach of only 2.93
peaking at flight Mach 9. Comparing the curved lines for Mc = 2 on Figs. 12 and 13 shows how
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the thrust flux decreases as the altitude increases. So while the combustion Mach number has a
positive effect on the thrust flux, altitude has the opposite affect though to a lesser extent.

Fig. 12. Thrust flux vs Freestream Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km
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Fig. 13. Thrust flux vs freestream Mach number at constant combustion Mach 2

A review of the efficiencies is the final part of this study. As before, Fig. 14 shows that
thermal efficiency is the same for both the ramjet and the scramjet. And because it is only
dependent on γ and M0, both studies yielded identical results. As the flight Mach number
increases so does the efficiency of the engine.
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Fig. 14. Modified thermal efficiency vs freestream Mach number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet
with an internal combustion Mc = 0

Finally, just as before the ramjet propulsive and overall efficiencies shown in Figs. 15 and 16 are
superior to the scramjet. However, with the examination of how Mc < M0 affects the parameters
there is now a lower operating limit to these efficiencies.

Fig. 15. Modified Propulsive Efficiency vs Freestream Mach Number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a
ramjet with an internal combustion Mc = 0
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Fig. 16. Modified Overall Efficiency vs Freestream Mach Number of a scramjet at an altitude of 12 km as compared to a ramjet
with an internal combustion Mc = 0

CONCLUSION
Though the basic design of a scramjet engine seems modest in its design, much is still
unknown about the true nature of scramjet flight performance. Losses at each station due to nonideal conditions are still difficult to model because a simple yet comprehensive set of equations
to model a parametric ideal scramjet engine analysis is still being developed. To understand the
scope of deriving an ideal cycle analysis for a scramjet one only needs to look at a summary of
possible losses. “Most notably, the static temperature rise that is due to inefficiencies in the inlet
may lead to dissociations that reduce the heat release during the combustion process” (Segal
2009). Inefficiencies such diffuser geometry can also strongly influence loss in the diffuser
which is estimated to be rd = 0.7 according to author’s Hill and Peterson. Other losses include
the burner and nozzle which they estimate to be rb = 0.95 and rn = 0.98, respectively (Hill and
Peterson 1992). Losses in the combustion chamber are due to, “…mostly to friction, Rayleigh
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losses, and heat transferred to the wall” (Segal 2009). Finally, additionally losses in the nozzle
are reported to be, “…caused by friction, viscous dissipation in shocks, and heat lost to the
structure” (Segal 2009).
Distinguishing between inefficiencies and possible false assumption about the ideal cycle
analysis for a scramjet engine continues today. As recent as summer of 2016 J.A. Roux
published his technical note, “Constant Velocity Combustion Parametric Ideal Scramjet Cycle
Analysis,” where he comments that, “The basis for the constant velocity recommendation comes
from enforcing Euler's equation across the combustor, which (because the pressure is constant)
implies that the velocity will be constant across the combustor” (Roux and Tiruveedula 2016).
From this paper, a constant velocity appears to model a lower, more realistic operating range for
all of the parameters including thermal efficiency which decreases as the combustion Mach
number increases. Additionally, the thrust flux still peaks over the same flight Mach number but
at a significantly lower maximum.
Finally, the ramjet may be more efficient at lower speeds but it is clear that the scramjet
outperforms the ramjet in terms of maximum thrust over a larger flight Mach regime. And while
researchers still grapple with temperature limits of aircraft materials, shockwaves, geometry
inefficiencies, and flow dislocations at hypersonic speeds, the pursuit of a complete parametric
ideal study needs to continue so that future researchers have a foundation with which to tackle
the more allusive, non-ideal solutions. Recommendations for the future include another paper on
the parametric ideal scramjet engine cycle analysis but with constant velocity as well as
continued literature review on engine losses.
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APPENDICES
1. Flight conditions at 12,000 m for constant combustion Mach numbers
Table 5. Parameters for light conditions at 12,000 m

Parameter

Value

a0 [m/s]

295.0695648

hPR [kJ/kg]

42,800

To [K]

217

Tmax = T9 [K] (burner exit static)

1600

cp [kJ/kg-K]

1.004

γ

1.4

R [J/kg-K]

287

P0 [Pa] = [N/cm ]

1.9403

2

Table 6. Material temperature limit conditions at 30,000 m

Mc

T'max
[K]

τλ

0

1600 7.373272

1

1920 8.847926

2

2880 13.27189

3

4480 20.64516

4

6720 30.96774
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2. Flight conditions at 12,000 m for constant combustion Mach numbers where τ λ =
T'max/T0 for Mc < M0 or τλ = T''max /T0 for Mc < M0
Table 7. Material temperature limit conditions at 12,000 m when Mc < M0

τλ for Mc < M0

0

T'max
[K]
1600

1

1920

8.84792627

2

2880

13.2718894

Mc

7.37327189

2.93 4347.168
4

6720

20.0330323
30.9677419

Table 8. Combustion Chamber entrance conditions at 12,000 m

M2=Mc

A*/A

0.1

0.171767333

0.5

0.746355685

1.5

0.850219361

2.0

0.592592593

2.5

0.379259259

2.93

0.252436432

Table 9. Thrust Flux variables at 12,000 m

Mc

T'max

τλ for Mc < M0

0.1

1603.2

7.38801843

0.5

1680

7.74193548

1.5

2320

10.6912442

2.0

2880

13.2718894

2.5

3600

16.5898618

2.93 4347.168
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20.0330323

3. Flight conditions at 20,000 m for constant combustion Mach numbers where τλ =
T'max/T0 for Mc < M0 or τλ = T''max /T0 for Mc < M0
Table 10. Parameters for light conditions at 20,000 m

Parameter

Value

a0 [m/s]

295.0724909

hPR [kJ/kg]

42800

To [K]

216.6543333

Tmax = T9 [K] (burner exit static)

1600

cp [kJ/kg-K]

1.004

γ

1.4

R [J/kg*K]

287

P0 [Pa] = [N/cm2]

0.547485353

Table 11. Material temperature limit conditions at 20,000 m when Mc < M0

Mc

T'max

τλ for Mc < M0

0

1600

7.38503576

1

1920

8.86204292

2

2880

13.2930644

2.93 4347.168
4

6720

20.0649945
31.0171502

Table 12. Combustion Chamber entrance conditions at 20,000 m

M2=Mc

A*/A

0.1

0.171767333

0.5

0.746355685

1.5

0.850219361

2.0

0.592592593

2.5

0.379259259

2.93

0.252436432
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Table 13. Thrust flux variables at 20,000 m

Mc

T'max

τλ for Mc < M0

0.1

1603.2

7.39980584

0.5

1680

7.75428755

1.5

2320

10.7083019

2.0

2880

13.2930644

2.5

3600

16.6163305

2.93 4347.168

20.0649945

4. Flight conditions at 30,000 m for constant combustion Mach numbers where τλ =
T'max/T0 for Mc < M0 or τλ = T''max /T0 for Mc < M0
Table 14. Parameters for light conditions at 30,000 m

Parameter
a0 [m/s]
hPR [kJ/kg]
To [K]
Tmax = T9 [K] (burner exit static)
cp [kJ/kg-K]
γ
R [J/kg-K]
P0 [Pa] = [N/cm2]

Value
301.8025358
42800
226.6499444
1600
1.004
1.4
287
0.117188158

Table 15. Material temperature limit conditions at 30,000 m when Mc < M0

0

T'max
[K]
1600

τλ for Mc < M0
7.05934433

1
2

1920
2880

8.4712132
12.7068198

Mc

2.93 4347.168
4

6720

19.1800974
29.6492462
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Table 16. Combustion Chamber entrance conditions at 30,000 m

M2 = Mc

A*/A

0.1
0.5
1.5
2.0
2.5
2.93

0.171767333
0.746355685
0.850219361
0.592592593
0.379259259
0.252436432

Table 17. Thrust Flux variables at 30,000 m

Mc

T'max

τλ for Mc < M0

0.1

1603.2

7.07346302

0.5

1680

7.41231155

1.5

2320

10.2360493

2.0

2880

12.7068198

2.5

3600

15.8835247

2.93 4347.168
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19.1800974

